
Inspection and Meeting the Required Standards 

To ensure safety throughout your workforce, mobile towers must be inspected regularly; the recommended inspection 

amount can be determined on how frequently the tower is used. For best practice, if the tower exceeds 2m in height, and is 

left assembled, it should be inspected at least every 7 days by a trained and competent person. 

Getting started 

Your first check when inspecting the towers should always be that the tower meets the BS EN 1004 quality standard and you 

have a copy of the manufacturers assembly instructions. 

To check that you are conforming to the required standard, your tower should hold the following: 

• Marked with a BS EN 1004 quality label 

• Fitted with stabilisers, outriggers or alternative stability method 

• Have a safe means of access and egress 

• Have the correct compatible components for the assembly method and height 

Reporting 

A clear tower inspection report should be completed every 7 days identifying any faults with the tower that make it unsafe to 

use. Your report should be outlined by guidance from the tower supplier to ensure that you are following the correct 

procedures. Your report should outline any issues with the tower, the braces, span frame, castors, brakes and platforms, and 

appropriate action taken to mitigate the risk from using an unsafe, damage or incomplete tower. All results from the report 

must be kept on file. 

PASMA inspection tags can also be provided through purchase on the PASMA website; these tags give workers a quick and 

simple way of meeting the standard regulations through a clear and concise checklist. 

Assembly and Manoeuvre 

Prior to assembly of the tower, all components must be checked to ensure that all parts are in good, serviceable condition and 

you have the correct compatible components for the tower you are assembling. The tower should then be followed up with a 

second inspection prior to work commencing and a further check must be carried out if the equipment is being manoeuvred. 

If the inspection creates any areas for concern and that it is not safe to work on, the equipment must be fixed then re-assessed 

or if there are any unfixable components, work on the equipment should stop. 

For anyone working at height, the basic working at height regulations must be followed at all times.  

For more information and guidance on  how to safety use mobile scaffold towers or to book 

onto one of our training programmes, contact us today!  
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